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Introduction and methodology
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Objective
This study was conducted by Control Engineering to better 
understand how companies have undertaken projects to 
integrate multiple levels within their organization. 
Specifically, the study examines:

• Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Industry 4.0
– Familiarity
– Useful attributes, implemented attributes
– Impact of future funding levels, product areas
– Overall opinion of IIoT and Industry 4.0

• Information integration
– Integration or lack thereof between 

manufacturing floors, advanced manufacturing 
controls, and enterprise levels

– Information sharing between levels
– Benefits of integrating levels.

The current survey replicates a study conducted in 
2014, with the addition of questions related to IIoT and 
Industry 4.0. The questionnaire and survey methodologies 
are virtually the same as the 2014 study with a few 
exceptions. Where appropriate, 2015 results are compared 
to the findings from 2014.

Sample
The sample was selected from recipients of Control 
Engineering for whom e-mail addresses were available.

Method
Subscribers were sent an e-mail asking them to participate 
in this study. The e-mail included a URL linked to the 
questionnaire. Qualifying questions limited survey 
respondents to those who are directly involved in aspects 
of control system cyber security within their organization.

• Data collected: Oct. 15 through Oct. 28, 2015
• Number of qualified respondents: 544

– Margin of error: +/-4.2% at a 95% confidence level 
• Incentive: Survey participants were offered the 

opportunity to enter a drawing for a $50 gift card. 



Respondents to the Control Engineering 2015 Industrial Internet of Things, Industry 4.0 & Information Integration Study 
have identified several high-level findings impacting control systems today:

Summary of findings
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IIoT, Industry 4.0

1. Familiarity: Six in 10 respondents are “very” or 
“somewhat” familiar with the IIoT framework, while 
only 33% are familiar with the Industry 4.0 platform.

2. Future funding: On average, respondents expect 
funding levels at their facilities to increase over the 
next year by 32% as a direct result of IIoT and 
Industry 4.0 discussions.

3. Product areas: The top three product areas expected 
to improve as a result of IIoT and Industry 4.0 
discussions are human-machine interface 
hardware, operator interface, control 
panels, alarms, annunciators, etc. (45% IIoT, 35% 
Industry 4.0); computers, industrial PCs, PC-based 
control (44%, 33%); and programmable logic 
controllers, programmable action controllers 
(40%, 37%).

4. IIoT vs. Industry 4.0: Forty percent of respondents’ 
facilities are currently using elements of both IIoT and 
Industry 4.0, while 20% say IIoT better fits their 
situation, and 16% say the same of Industry 4.0.

Information integration

1. Integrated levels: Seventeen percent of 
organizations’ manufacturing floors (Level 1) and 
advanced manufacturing control (Level 2) are highly 
integrated. Another 9% report Level 2 and enterprise 
(Level 3) to be highly integrated, and only 8% cite the 
same level of integration between Levels 1 and 3.

2. Lack of integration: The most popular reasons for 
low levels of integration at respondents’ facilities are 
an unwillingness to assign resources/benefits are not 
recognized and the difficulty and cost of 
implementation.

3. Benefits: Some benefits from recent integration 
projects include better support for decision making 
(47%), faster decision making (39%), and better 
control of resources (39%).

4. Challenges: One in four respondents have found a 
lack of budget to be the top challenge when 
integrating operations, followed closely by confusion 
over project scope and/or benefits.



Respondent profile
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The top three industries represented by respondents are instrumentation, measurement, or control systems/devices 
(31%); engineering, system integration, architectural services (29%); and consulting, business, technical services (24%).

Business or industry involvement

Respondent profile6
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24%
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The average respondent is 50 years old and has worked in their current industry for 23 years.

Respondent age, industry experience

Respondent profile7

Q: Which of the following ranges includes your current age? (n=377); Q: For approximately how many years have you worked in your current industry? (n=377)

< 5, 10%

5 to 9
13%

10 to 19
22%

20 to 29
25%

30+
30%

No. of years in the industry

Average
23 years

30 or 
younger

6%

31 to 40
14%

41 to 50
25%51 to 60

33%

61 or older
19%

Prefer not 
to say

3%

Current age
Years

Average
50 years old



Top countries represented

United States, 61.5%

India, 5.2%

Canada, 4.1%

Mexico, 3.3%

Brazil, 1.7%

Australia, 1.5%

Italy, 1.5%

One in five respondents are based in the North Central region of the United States. Thirty-eight percent are located 
beyond the U.S. border, spread across 58 other countries.

Company location

Q: In what region of the country are you based? (n=538)

8 Respondent profile
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One-third of respondents are directly involved in system or product design and/or control or instrument engineering, while 
11% list system integration as their primary job function. The average respondent’s company employs 489 people.

Primary job function, company size

Q: Please indicate your primary job function. (n=544); Q: Approximately how many people work at your location? (n=370)

9 Respondent profile
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product 
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33%
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11%
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Other 
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Other
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41%
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IIoT & Industry 4.0
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Six in 10 respondents are “very” or “somewhat” familiar with the IIoT framework, while only 33% are familiar with the 
Industry 4.0 platform.

Familiarity with IIoT, Industry 4.0

11

Q: What’s your level of familiarity with the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) framework? (n=544); Q: What’s your level of familiarity with the Industry 4.0 platform? (n=539)
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45%

29%

12%

5%

28%

36%

31%

0%
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10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

Very familiar Somewhat familiar Not very familiar Not at all familiar

IIoT Industry 4.0

IIoT & Industry 4.0



The three most useful IIoT framework attributes for respondents’ organizations are the interoperability and open standards 
connecting people, processes, and data (79%); security (75%); and analytics (68%).

Useful IIoT framework attributes

IIoT & Industry 4.012

Q: What IIoT framework attributes are the most helpful for your organization? (n=318)
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39%

24%

21%

22%
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18%
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25%

30%
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3%

7%

7%

11%

16%
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Security

Analytics

Mobile

Cloud

Very useful Useful Somewhat useful Not useful



Of the respondents who indicated familiarity with the Industry 4.0 platform, 83% cited real-time capabilities as the most 
useful attribute for this organizations, followed by interoperability (80%) and modularity (78%).

Useful Industry 4.0 platform attributes

IIoT & Industry 4.013

Q: What Industry 4.0 platform attributes are the most helpful for your organization? (n=174)
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27%
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One-third of respondents’ companies are just beginning to implement the analytics and cloud capabilities of the IIoT 
framework, while 18% have already fully implemented security attributes.

IIoT framework attribute implementation

IIoT & Industry 4.014

Q: How far along would you say you are in implementing each of these IIoT framework attributes? (n=315)

26%

29%

33%

32%

34%

38%

35%

30%

27%

18%

14%

18%

12%

11%

11%
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Interoperability and open standards
connecting people, processes, and data

Security

Analytics

Mobile

Cloud

Beginning Progressing Implemented

78%

82%

75%

70%

63%



Thirty-six percent of respondents’ companies are just beginning to implement the interoperability and service orientation 
capabilities of the Industry 4.0 platform, while 11% have already fully implemented virtualization attributes.

Industry 4.0 attribute implementation

IIoT & Industry 4.015

Q: How far along would you say you are in implementing each of these Industry 4.0 platform attributes? (n=172)

35%
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On average, respondents familiar with IIoT and Industry 4.0 expect funding levels at their facilities to increase over the 
next year by 32% as a direct result of IIoT and Industry 4.0 discussions.

Expected funding level increase

IIoT & Industry 4.016

Q: How do you expect funding levels next year to change (i.e. increase) as a result of IIoT discussions? (n=226);
Q: How do you expect funding levels next year to change (i.e. increase) as a result of Industry 4.0 discussions? (n=194)
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Four in 10 respondents expect PLCs, PACs; software; computers, IPCs, PC-based control; and HMI hardware, OI, control 
panels, alarms, annunciators, etc. to improve in the near future as a result of IIoT discussions.

Product areas expected to improve from IIoT

IIoT & Industry 4.017

Q: Which product areas do expect to be most improved as a result of IIoT discussions? (n=451)
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One-third of respondents expect computers, IPCs, PC-based control; software; HMI hardware, OI, control panels, alarms,
annunciators, etc.; and PLCs, PACs to improve in the near future as a result of Industry 4.0 discussions.

Product areas expected to improve from Industry 4.0

IIoT & Industry 4.018

Q: Which product areas do expect to be most improved as a result of Industry 4.0 discussions? (n=374)
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IIoT Industry 4.0

HMI hardware, OI, control panels, alarms, annunciators, etc; computers, IPCs, PC-based control; and PLCs, PACs are 
the products areas respondents expect to most improve as a result of IIoT and Industry 4.0 discussions.

Top 10 product areas expected to improve

IIoT & Industry 4.019

Q: Which product areas do expect to be most improved as a result of [IIoT; Industry 4.0] discussions? (n=451;374)
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The vast majority of respondents agree that IIoT and Industry 4.0 are not harmful to existing initiatives, while 44% 
consider IIoT and Industry 4.0 to just be different words to explain their extensive efforts all along.

Opinion of IIoT, Industry 4.0

IIoT & Industry 4.020

Q: How do you consider IIoT and Industry 4.0? (n=158)
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43%
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Four in 10 respondents’ facilities are currently using elements of both IIoT and Industry 4.0, while 20% could benefit from 
IIoT instead of Industry 4.0 and, conversely, 16% are a better fit for Industry 4.0.

IIoT versus Industry 4.0

IIoT & Industry 4.021

Q: Which of the following best fits your situation? (n=159)

Using elements
of each

40%

IIoT better fits
our needs

20%

Industry 4.0 better 
fits our needs

16%

Planning on using 
elements of each

16%

Not considering 
either at this time

8%



Information integration
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When looking at the levels of manufacturing facilities, 17% of respondents report Levels 1 and 2 to be the most integrated 
with a free flow of information in both directions and routine use.

Integration of levels

Information integration23

Q: How thoroughly integrated are the manufacturing floor (Level 1), the advanced manufacturing control (Level 2), and the enterprise (Level 3) within your facility? (n=458;457;456)
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The most common reasons for not integrating levels are benefits not being recognized/unwillingness to assign resources 
and the difficulty and cost of implementation, followed by perceived security risks and desire to restrict information access.

Reasons for lack of integration

Information integration24

Q: Why do you think there is not a greater level of integration between Levels X and Y? (n=195;208;263)
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Fifty-two percent of respondents cited some or little to no integration between Levels 1 and 2 of their facilities, and the 
lack of integration is mainly due to the difficulty and cost of implementation and unwillingness to assign resources.

Integration of manufacturing floor, advanced manufacturing control

Information integration25

Q: How thoroughly integrated are the manufacturing floor (Level 1) and the advanced manufacturing control (Level 2) within your facility? (n=458);
Q: Why do you think there is not a greater level of integration between Levels 1 and 2? (n=195)
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Of the respondents who indicated a lack of integration, 78% don’t foresee their facilities making a change between Levels 
1 and 2, but 81% do expect the demand to increase over time.

Integration of manufacturing floor, advanced manufacturing control

Information integration26

Q: Do you think the situation (i.e. integration deficit between Levels 1 and 2) will change? (n=189); Q: Do you believe demand for integration between Levels 1 and 2 will increase? (n=126)

Future change expected No, the 
information is 
available now 
but is rarely 
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6%
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satisfied with 
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13%
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would like to 
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are limited by 
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technology
40%

Yes, we are 
seeing the 

initial benefits 
and it will 
grow/is 
growing

41%

Increased integration
demand expected

Yes, change is
in the works

21%

Maybe, but no specific 
plans at the moment

61%

No, we don’t care
17%



Only 9% of respondents cited high integration between Levels 2 and 3 of their facilities, and 48% said the lack of 
integration between these levels was due to the benefits not being recognized.

Integration of advanced manufacturing control, enterprise

Information integration27

Q: How thoroughly integrated are the advanced manufacturing control (Level 2) and the enterprise (Level 3) within your facility? (n=457);
Q: Why do you think there is not a greater level of integration between Levels 2 and 3? (n=208)
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Of the respondents who cited a lack of integration, 86% don’t foresee their facilities making a change between Levels 2 
and 3, but 77% do expect the demand to increase over time.

Integration of advanced manufacturing control, enterprise

Information integration28

Q: Do you think the situation (i.e. integration deficit between Levels 2 and 3) will change? (n=201); Q: Do you believe demand for integration between Levels 2 and 3 will increase? (n=144)
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30%
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Maybe, but no specific 
plans at the moment

66%

No, we don’t care
20%



More than two-thirds of respondents some or little to no integration between Levels 1 and 3 of their facilities, and 35% 
said the lack of integration between these levels is due to perceived security risks.

Direct integration of manufacturing floor, enterprise

Information integration29

Q: How thoroughly integrated are the manufacturing floor (Level 1) and the enterprise (Level 3) within your facility? (n=456);
Q: Why do you think there is not a greater level of integration between Levels 1 and 3? (n=263)
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Of the respondents who indicated a lack of integration, 88% don’t foresee their facilities making a change between Levels 
1 and 3, but 67% do expect the demand to increase over time.

Direct integration of manufacturing floor, enterprise

Information integration30

Q: Do you think the situation (i.e. integration deficit between Levels 1 and 3) will change? (n=253); Q: Do you believe demand for integration between Levels 1 and 3 will increase? (n=92)

Future change expected No, the 
information is 
available now 
but is rarely 

used
7%
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satisfied with 
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currently

26%

Yes, we 
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improve but 

are limited by 
existing 

technology
33%
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initial benefits 
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growing

34%

Increased integration
demand expected

Yes, change is in the 
works, 12%

Maybe, but no specific 
plans at the moment

66%

No, we don’t care
22%



Internal networks and weekly reports were reported as common mediums for exchanging information between corporate 
management and manufacturing (38%, 30%) and between manufacturing and the enterprise level (37%, 25%).

Information sharing between levels

Information integration31

Q: How does your corporate management get information from manufacturing? (n=385); Q: How does manufacturing get information from the enterprise level? (n=387)
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The three top tools or resources used by respondents to establish and sustain integration are system integrators (42%, up 
from 34% in 2014), customized software (42%), and browser-based interfaces (34%).

Integration tools

Information integration32

Q: What tools are you currently using to establish and sustain integration? (n=379)
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The top benefits recognized by facilities that have integrated systems were better support for decision making (47%),
faster decision making (39%), better control of resources (39%), and more automated processes (34%).

Integration benefits

Information integration33

Q: What benefits has integration brought your facility? (n=386)
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The top challenges respondents reported facing when integrating operations were a lack of budget (39%), confusion over 
the scope and benefits (36%), training individuals to use it (35%), and a shortage of personnel resources (34%).

Integration challenges

Information integration34

Q: What have been the greatest challenges you have faced from integrating operations? (n=386)
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Increased processor power in PLCs and controllers (47%), cyber security (43%), and remote information access (39%) 
are the top three technologies that have changed how respondents have worked over the past few years.

How technology changes workflow

Information integration35

Q: Which of the following information technologies and trends have changed how you have worked over the past few years? Which have great potential for increasing productivity?
Which will change how you work over the next few years? (n=273)
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The top three technologies/trends that respondents believe will change how they work over the next few years are 3-D 
printing/additive manufacturing (43%), the Industrial Internet of Things (41%), and Big Data (39%).

How technology changes workflow

Information integration36

Q: Which of the following information technologies and trends have changed how you have worked over the past few years? Which have great potential for increasing productivity?
Which will change how you work over the next few years? (n=273)
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Forty-four percent of respondents reported that integration within their facility will increase at a slow pace, and 24% are 
currently undergoing improvements for information integration.

Looking forward

Information integration37

Q: Where do you see your information integration situation in the next few years? (n=385)
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benefits and are planning to increase our success



Thank you for downloading the Control Engineering 2015 Industrial Internet of Things, Industry 4.0 & Information 
Integration Study. Use the links below to access additional information on related news, products, and research.

Additional resources

Information management articles and news
 Human-machine interface, operator interface
 Mobility
 Product lifecycle management, control design
 Manufacturing IT, manufacturing execution system
 Industrial PCs
 New products

Programs and resources
 Apps for Engineers
 Global System Integrator Database
 Online Training Center
 Videos
 Webcasts
 Case studies
 eGuides
 Information Control eNewsletter

Editorial research studies
 2015 Career & Salary Survey
 2015 Cyber Security
 2014 Mobility, Ethernet & Wireless
 2014 System Integration
 2014 Information Integration

Contact information
Amanda Pelliccione
Director of Research
apelliccione@cfemedia.com
631-320-0655
Mark Hoske
Content Manager
mhoske@cfemedia.com
847-830-3215
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http://www.controleng.com/info-management/hmi-oi.html�
http://www.controleng.com/info-management/mobility.html�
http://www.controleng.com/info-management/plm-control-design.html�
http://www.controleng.com/info-management/manufacturing-it-mes.html�
http://www.controleng.com/info-management/industrial-pcs.html�
http://www.controleng.com/index.php?id=8381&focus=6�
http://www.controleng.com/connect/apps-for-engineers.html�
http://gspplatform.cfemedia.com/si/�
http://www.controleng.com/index.php?id=8319�
http://www.controleng.com/index.php?id=7913&focus=3�
http://www.controleng.com/media-library/webcast-archive.html�
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